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THE CURRENT COMPOSITION OF THE E-COMMERCE 
PARTS PURCHASING LANDSCAPE IN THE  

OFF-HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT MARKET  
 

 
 

BACKGROUND 

The E-Commerce Market, in General 

In our current overall marketplace, there is little doubt that there has been an increase in  

E-Commerce retail sales. On a quarterly basis, the Census Bureau of the Department of 

Commerce estimates total retail sales with E-Commerce retail sales as a subset of total. Over 

the past year (2017Q2 compared to 2016Q2), retail sales have increased with quarter-over-

quarter growth ranging from 0.5% to 1.7%.  

E-Commerce sales, on the other hand, have posted increases of 1.7% to 4.8% over the same 

period.  While these numbers represent total retail sales (not specifically parts ordered by 

construction and agriculture fleets), it is representative of both the growth and the volume of 

E-Commerce sales in general.  

 

MacKay & Company’s E-Commerce Study 

In the early Fall of 2017, MacKay & Company released our in-depth Study on the  

E-Commerce activity in the medium and heavy duty truck market. The basis for our report 

was an extensive survey conducted with nearly 1,000 fleets. In total, across many vocations, 

fleets are currently completing approximately 12% of their parts orders online and this is 

expected to grow 25% over the next three years. Currently, the total online parts orders 

represent a relatively small percentage but this market may very well grow at a faster rate 

than anticipated.  

Once fleets’ needs are met — mainly the urgent need for the part — in a timely fashion and 

once suppliers, distributors, dealers and manufacturers learn how to best meet their needs, 

the online order activity is expected to grow. 
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Off-highway fleets’ rationale may or may not concur with the results from our medium and  

heavy duty E-Commerce study. On-highway power units indicate that an online channel is 

chosen mainly due to convenience, price and parts availability.  

 

Subscribers to our on-highway E-Commerce study have requested that MacKay & Company 

examine the online purchasing practices of today’s off-highway fleet. Are off-highway fleets’ 

business practices different from other vocations? Do location constraints impact 

accessibility to parts providers? Has online parts purchasing gained more ground in off-

highway fleet maintenance practices? Do online parts purchasing behaviors vary by off-

highway vocation – do highway/heavy construction fleets’ parts purchasing differ from site 

prep construction fleets? Do agriculture fleets online parts purchasing equal or exceed those 

of construction fleets?  
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THE OFF-HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT UNIVERSE 

On an annual basis, MacKay & Company conducts an extensive study examining the 

aftermarket parts demand for construction equipment and agriculture equipment.  

As part of our Mobile Off-Highway Equipment Study, we report the population universe of 

five equipment types: 

• Excavators 

• Backhoes 

• Skid Steer Loaders 

• Crawler Dozers and Loaders 

• Wheel Loaders 

In total, these five equipment types represent an operating population of approximately 

1,500,000 units.  

These 1.5 million units generate an aftermarket parts demand of $7.9 billion, with hydraulic 

components accounting for 23% of this total parts consumption. Aftermarket parts used in 

engine maintenance repairs constitute 15% of the total parts demand. 
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In our annual Agricultural Equipment Report, we report operating equipment populations of 

nearly 4.0 million combines, 220,000 combines and 470,000 other types of equipment. Given 

the low hours of use, the average age of the operating population of tractors and combines 

on farms varies between 18 and 20 years. Across all equipment types, parts consumption for 

farm equipment totals $7.6 billion.   
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Given our background in both the construction and the agriculture markets,  

MacKay & Company approaches the off-highway E-Commerce market with a solid 

foundation of industry knowledge on aftermarket parts demand. 
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THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

Our main objective is to examine and understand the impact of E-Commerce on the  
off-highway aftermarket parts market and the opportunity it holds for businesses related to 
the aftermarket and this targeted vocation.   

Similar to our on-highway E-Commerce Study, we seek to more clearly understand the 
current and future E-Commerce parts purchasing channels and the buyers utilizing these 
channels. By analyzing off-highway fleets’ purchasing patterns of both construction and 
agriculture equipment, we will delve into specific parts being purchased and the channels 
utilized when making these purchases.  

In addition, this study will: 

 

• Profile the online buyer — equipment type, service location. 

• Examine the demographics of repondents – looking specifically at age and 
position 

• Identify those types of parts most frequently purchased online. 

• Examine the variety of channels offering online ordering and the fleets’ rationale 
for using the online parts source. 

• Define online parts purchasing from the fleets’ perspective. 

• Determine impacts to the current distribution channels. 

• Identify unique and/or different distribution channels that have not been 
traditionally utilized. 

 

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

This study will probe MacKay & Company’s off-highway fleet contacts in the construction 

and agriculture markets. 

The focus of this study is the U.S. off-highway vehicle universe, including the five largest 

construction equipment types (Excavators, Backhoes, Skid Steer Loaders, Crawler Dozers 

and Loaders and Wheel Loaders) as well as tractors, combines and other agriculture 

equipment utilized on farms and agri-businesses.  
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Key Issues That Will Be Answered Include: 

1. What E-Commerce channels are currently utilized when purchasing parts online? 
When parts are ordered, what site is utilized? Are purchases made through a General 
website (Amazon), off-highway equipment parts specific site (rockanddirt.com, 
completetractor.com.), online ordering through dealer organization, online ordering 
through Independent Service Channel? 

2. How much do equipment operators spend annually on parts purchasing? What 
percentage is purchased through online sources? 

3. How do parts get to the required destination? Delivered to shop? Delivered to onsite 
worksite/farm? Picked up?  

4. What drives the decision between purchasing parts online versus from a local 
channel? 

5. Are parts purchased directly from manufacturers through online ordering? 

6. What is the rationale behind the choice of E-Commerce channels used?  

7. What types of parts are purchased through online sources?  

8. Beyond purchasing the part, what other activities are completed while at an online 
parts website? Price comparison? Component spec/research? Cross referencing? 

9. How often are parts purchased online? What parts are purchased with the greatest 
frequency? With the least frequency? 

10. What parts are never purchased through an online channel?  

11. What are the delivery expectations when purchasing parts online? 

12. Tires and lubricants will be included if there is interest before study starts. 

 

Key Deliverables 

1. Report 

A final report will include a review of the methodology, a profile of the survey 
respondents, an executive summary and a detailed profile of this specific aftermarket 
by product category. 

We will examine these two off-highway markets separately allowing distinguishing 
findings to be easily detectable and highlighted. 

2. Presentation 

We will conduct a webinar to share the findings of the report with ample time for 

questions. 
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Key Study Activities 

1. Discussion with all study participants to ensure that key objectives are addressed. 

2. Interviews with off-highway fleets to address key questions. 

3. Development and implementation of broad-based survey of fleets.   

4. Use of MacKay & Company’s aftermarket knowledge, existing databases and 
analytical expertise to develop aftermarket sizing and models. 

 

STUDY PARTICIPATION 

Participation in this study is open to any company that has an interest in better 
understanding the E-Commerce parts purchasing patterns of today’s fleet.   

We are offering our Off-Highway E-Commerce Study in modules. You may choose to 
participate in: 

• The Construction Equipment Market E-Commerce Study 

• The Agriculture Equipment E-Commerce Study  

• or both markets. 

Participation in this multi-client study is $12,500 for one market or $19,500 for both 
markets. Our invoicing is structured into two equal payments, one at the beginning of the 
Study and the other at the issuance of the final report. Current DataMac® Construction 
Equipment and DataMac® Agriculture Equipment subscribers will receive a discount of 
10% on any subscribed module. 

With the E-Commerce market evolving, we anticipate updating this study in the near future. 
Companies who participate in our initial study will receive a discount for future studies. 
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PROJECTED STUDY TIMELINE 

Activities Complete by Payment 

1. Gain Client Interest and Commitment January 2018  

2. Develop Survey February 2018 February 2018 

3. Conduct Survey March 2018  

4. Conduct Secondary Research March 2018  

5. Analyze Findings  April-May 2018  

6. Issue Final Report  May-June 2018 June 2018 

7. Present Findings to Clients  June-July 2018  

 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Please contact either of the following people for additional information: 

• John Blodgett, Vice President Sales & Marketing  

Office: 630-916-6110 

Cell: 630-258-5569 

Email: john.blodgett@mackayco.com 

 

• Ken Griswold Director,  Market Strategy and Sales 

 Office: 630-916-6110 

 Cell: 231-206-2913 

 Email: ken.griswold@mackayco.com 
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MEET THE ASSIGNMENT TEAM 

The overall assignment will be under the general direction of Molly MacKay Zacker, vice 
president of operations. She will be assisted by Travis Kokenes, Dave Kalvelage, Lynn Buck 
and other MacKay & Company staff members. 
 
Molly MacKay Zacker is MacKay & Company's vice president of operations. In this 
capacity, she coordinates many behind the scenes activities, manages the research 
department, writes and proofreads reports and presentations, and conducts research. Molly 
holds a Bachelor's degree in Economics and Business Management from Goucher College in 
Towson, Maryland, and a Master's degree in Early Childhood Education from Western 
Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Michigan.  
 
Travis Kokenes joined MacKay & Company in December 2007 after receiving his Bachelor 
of Liberal Arts & Sciences in Communication Studies, with a minor in Business from the 
University of Kansas. Travis heads our research department and handles data collection and 
processing for our DataMac® and proprietary studies. He oversees both our phone and 
direct mail surveys and is responsible for the design of web-based surveys; working with 
clients to design questionnaires that fit their specific areas of interest. 

David Kalvelage, manager, IT and database services has been with MacKay & Company 
since 2002. His primary responsibilities include data analysis and reporting for single and 
multi-client projects, MacKay & Company's Aftermarket Index Reports,  
MacKay & Company's DataMac® Tire report, and co-managing MacKay & Company's IT 
department. He received a BA in Political Science from Iowa State University. While 
working as a financial consultant at TIAA-CREF, he earned his MBA and MS in 
Information Systems from the University of Colorado. Prior to coming to  
MacKay & Company, he worked as a project manager at Lucent Technologies.  
 
Lynn Buck joined MacKay & Company in November of 2012.  His background includes 
over 15 years of data analysis and reporting in a variety of settings.  Most recently, he has 
performed the roles of pricing manager and inventory manager for two aftermarket parts 
distributors.  Prior to that, he analyzed markets for new parts and service locations for 
Navistar. Lynn earned a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from Northern Illinois University 
and an MBA in Finance from North Central College.  
 
More information on our employees and company can be found at www.mackayco.com. 
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